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Activity 1

1. Working with a neighbor, select a role: Subject Matter Expert (SME) or Instructional Designer (ID).

2. SME offers (makes up) a disciplinary learning outcome.

   If you cannot think of a learning outcome, use one of these:
   - Students will explain statistical concepts like lurking variables and sample size in various contexts.
   - Students will be able to compare and contrast the four fundamental forces of nature.
   - Students will be able to demonstrate ethical and legal accountability of nursing practices.

3. Discuss how learners can engage with information to enable the disciplinary learning outcome.

4. ID and SME develop an informed learning outcome that includes:

   Action verb + information source + content-focused outcome

   Example:

   Analyze the evolution of scholarly literature on a language and gender issue.

Write out your informed learning outcome:
Note on Assessment: For the sake of time, we have not included an activity focusing on the second stage of informed learning design: identifying acceptable evidence of learning. Assessment of informed learning simultaneously examines what students learned about the subject and how they increased in their capability to use information.

Activity 2

1. Working with the same partner, select one of the informed learning outcomes developed during the role-play activity.

2. Identify an informed learning activity where students will use information intentionally to learn disciplinary content. What other learning activities may be needed to support this?
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